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Prometheus
Chapter 1
Fire from Mount Olympus

It was Prometheus who launched the Golden Age of
Greece
The gods had decided that humanity was too base. Too low. And so the gods decided
to wipe out humanity and start again.
But there was one man. He turned it around. He brought humanity back from the
brink. His name was Prometheus.
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Prometheus saw something that the gods did not
He saw the potential in humanity. He saw the good in humanity. He knew that the
gods had missed this. Missed the potential of humanity.
And so Prometheus broke into Mount Olympus and stole fire from Mount Olympus.
This fire he gave to humanity.
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The fire that he stole was the fire of consciousness
This was the gift that he gave to humanity. It was knowledge. A leap forward in
consciousness.
In doing so he raised humanity above its level. He allowed humanity to reach new
heights.
The knowledge that he gave to humanity triggered the greatest Golden Age in history.
The Golden Age of Ancient Greece.
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The gods were furious with Prometheus for having stolen
fire from Mount Olympus
But with humanity raised in consciousness, humanity could not now be destroyed.
Golden Age prevented the annihilation of humanity.
However the gods wished to vent their rage on Prometheus and so they cast him into
Hades. They cast him into Hell.
Yeah, bummer. Tell me about it.
I lost faith. I lost faith in humanity. It was the baseness of humanity. The crassness of
it. The lack of honour. Shadows of Men. The greatest Golden Age in history, blocked
by Shadows of Men. Blocked by pettiness. Smallness. By Shadows of Men.
I lost faith and in my loss of faith I thought that humanity would not survive. With the
loss of Golden Age there was no hope for humanity. Our annihilation seemed a
certainty.
You see the blocking of Golden Age was so catastrophic that it left no hope
whatsoever for survival. Unless we manage to trigger Golden Age at some level. I lost
faith. But if we can in time trigger Golden Age to at least some level, then from no
hope this gives some hope.

Look into my mind scene X-MEN DOFP
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End
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